Data privacy is an important topic arising from fields such as technology and medicine, and requires insights integrating many different fields such as ethics, sociology, law, political science, and forensic science. Genetic and other health data has emerged as a major focus of privacy advocates and researchers. This can be attributed to the advancement of biotechnology, the steep declines in the cost of data acquisition, and efforts to analyze such data at large scale to understand biology and enhance medical case. As a result, there is a surge of datasets that have been collected, processed, and harmonized from different sources, such as genomic data, electronic health records (EHR), and data from mHealth devices. It has been shown that in addition to the genomic data \[[@R1]\], high throughput molecular phenotype datasets such as functional genomic and metabolomics measurements, and microbiome measurements can be used by adversaries for re-identification purposes \[[@R2],[@R3],[@R4]\]. In addition, the emergence of EHRs with the rise of personalized medicine makes patients vulnerable to privacy breaches. These observations indicate that privacy concerns over sharing personal biological data will increase quickly with the sharing of consumer genetic data. The data collection and sharing procedures that these companies use and how these procedures are regulated call for a public discussion of privacy considerations around these new concepts.

The privacy of participants' information is a core tenant of human subject research, codified by the Declaration of Helsinki (1964) which establishes the duty of physicians involved in medical research to protect "privacy ... and confidentiality of personal information of research subjects" \[[@R5]\]. The International Ethical Guidelines for Health-Related Research Involving Humans (International Ethical Guidelines) (2016) further addresses the requirements for consent for digitally-derived data and the residual privacy risks despite safeguards.\[[@R6]\] Of particular note, the International Ethical Guidelines specifically call out the responsibility of researchers to ask for permission (through a minimum "opt out") to use digital data for research and prohibits its use for research if the data subject objects. From a regulatory perspective, the requirements are far less plain. A multitude of intersecting agencies and regulations, with large and unexpected gaps characterizes the current state of affairs in the US. In the absence of clarity over federal agencies' jurisdictional boundaries, federal regulators have struggled to address single source data use/misuse, a problem that will be magnified several fold as datasets with pejoratively different regulatory frames are integrated for use in precision health and beyond\[[@R7],[@R8]\]. In fact, many have noted the importance of transparency and accountability in data science, including including, Price, Spector-Bagdady, and colleagues, who describe "shadow health records" (i.e., "collections of health data outside the health system that provide detailed pictures of individual health"), highlighting current evasive or workaround practices to data privacy restrictions\[[@R9]\]. These themes will be explored in depth by our panelists.

The benefit and importance of open data sharing is widely acknowledged. However, privacy concerns have led to procedures such as controlled access (e.g., dbGaP) that inhibit the access to the data by average researchers by creating bureaucratic bottlenecks and impeding integration and collaborative development. Hence the technical advances that prevent the privacy leakage while promoting data sharing are essential. This highlights the importance of cryptographic techniques that can compute on encrypted data or novel data dissemination systems that allow sharing while

protecting privacy. Another way to protect privacy of study participants and patients is studying the quantification of the prospective privacy loss before the release of the data, and permitting participants for more encompassing data sharing.

Moving forward, it will be important to find a way to address mounting privacy protection concerns in an ethical framework to ensure that individuals are protected even as their aggregated data are shared broadly enough to promote biomedical advances for everyone's health.
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